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ABSTRACT In this work, frequency selective hybrid precoders and combiners are designed for a millimeter
wave (mmWave) multiuser (MU) multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) downlink underlay cognitive
radio network (CRN) utilizing multiple radio frequency (RF) chains and uniform rectangular planar arrays
(URPAs) both at the CR base station (CBS) and the secondary users (SUs). The proposed designs maximize
the downlink spectral efficiency (SE) of the secondary users, while keeping the interference introduced to
the primary user within a prescribed threshold. In the first phase, considering only the channel knowledge
at each subcarrier, a novel blind hybrid MMSE-RC (minimum mean squared error-receiver combiner)
design is determined using the modified simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit (MSOMP). Further,
employing feedback for each SU’s effective channel, a two-stage decoupled strategy is developed for
hybrid transmit precoder (TPC) design, wherein the RF and stage-1 BB-TPC are designed in the first
step relying on a capacity-optimal fully digital (FD)-TPC approximation problem followed by the stage-
2 BB-TPC design using a low-complexity ZF approach with the goal of mitigating the MUI. Towards
this, a novel Modified Alternating Minimization-Zeroforcing (MAM-ZF) algorithm is proposed to compute
the hybrid-TPC weights. Furthermore, a low complexity alternating minimization-zeroforcing (LAM-ZF)-
based precoding algorithm is also proposed towards the same. Finally, a per-subcarrier optimal power
loading solution is derived in closed-form with the objective of maximizing the sum SE while satisfying the
interference and transmit power budget limitations. Our simulation findings show that the proposed schemes
outperform other state-of-the-art techniques and achieve a spectral efficiency comparable to that achieved
by fully-digital beamforming, while requiring a significantly fewer number of RF chains.

INDEX TERMS mmWave, cognitive radio networks, frequency selective, hybrid beamforming, multi-user,
MIMO, OFDM, sparse reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION
The ever increasing density of connected devices has
necessitated the exploration of new frequency resources to
address the imminent radio spectrum crunch. Communication
in the millimeter wave (mmWave) regime, which uses
the wide 30-300 GHz band, has been embraced by the
wireless industry to relieve spectral congestion by harnessing
the vast blocks of spectrum available in this frequency
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range [1], [2]. On the other hand, measurement campaigns
have led to the conclusion that traditional fixed license-based
static spectrum allocation policies have resulted in a remark-
ably low efficiency of spectrum utilization [3]. In order to
address this problem, researchers, and policy regulators have
proposed dynamic spectrum allocation policies that allow
spectrum sharing towards improved spectrum utilization.
Cognitive radio networks (CRN), which support flexible
policies that allow secondary users (SUs) to use licensed
spectrum, while not causing adverse interference to the
primary users (PUs), have emerged as a promising solution
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for dynamic spectrum access [4]. Furthermore, the underlay
mode, in which the SUs and PUs coexist in the same
band, with the SU transmit power regulated to meet the
interference constraints imposed by the PU, is the most
viable mode of secondary access as it does not require a
sophisticated spectrum sensing mechanism [5]. Thus, the
high-frequency mmWave band, coupled with the underlay
CRN-based dynamic spectrum allocation framework, is cru-
cial to expanding as well as maximizing the effectiveness of
spectrum utilization in beyond 5G (B5G) wireless networks.
In addition, the flexibility of cognitive radio technology,
combined with the advantages of mmWave frequencies,
opens up new applications across various domains, including
wireless backhaul, intelligent transportation systems, and
Internet of Things (IoT), among others. It must also be
noted that multi-input multi-output (MIMO) technology,
which can enable the formation of highly directed beams,
is critical toward overcoming the significant path and the
penetration losses that are an intrinsic feature of mmWave
propagation. Interestingly, the remarkably short wavelength
in the mmWave regime allows the packing of a large
number of antennas in devices of relatively small form
factors, thus paving the way for seamless implementation of
MIMO transceivers [6]. In addition, the fully-digital (FD)
transmit precoders (TPCs) and receiver combiners (RCs)
employed in a conventional MIMO system are inefficient
for the mmWave communication. This is due to the fact
that FD TPCs/RCs require a separate radio frequency
(RF) chain for each antenna, which consume a substantial
amount of energy. This accounts for approximately 70% of
the total energy consumption at mmWave frequencies [7].
Furthermore, the cost of RF components operating at such
high frequencies is considerably high, which increases the
overall system cost. The hybrid MIMO design advocated in
path-breaking works such as [8] and [9], which performs
signal processing in the analog and digital domains, has been
proven effective in addressing this challenge since it can
operate with a significantly reduced number of RF chains
compared to the number of antennas. Orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) has been widely recognized
in the literature as being ideally suited for CR systems,
due to its ability to enable ultra-high data rates over a
wide band. In such a mmWave MIMO OFDM CRN, the
construction of an efficient TPC/RC is a formidable challenge
because of the hardware limitations, paired with the PUs’
stringent interference constraints. A concise overview of the
relevant research works and their contributions to this field is
discussed next.

A. LITERATURE REVIEW
The research papers [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]
have shown that mmWave technology can be enormously
advantageous for spectrum sharing due to its capability for
highly directed beamforming at mmWave frequencies, which
can effectively mitigate interference while simultaneously
enhancing the user rate. Specifically, Gupta et al. in [10]

analytically prove that license sharing among operators in
mmWave cellular systems enhances the system performance
by boosting the per-user rate when the antennas have
narrow beams. Soon afterwards, Rebato et al. in [11] have
shown that, compared to the exclusive licence model, the
performance gains reaped via spectrum sharing might be
as high as 130%. The most recent work [16] studied
the performance of spectrum sharing systems operating in
the 26 GHz and 70 GHz bands, with ideal as well as
non-ideal beamforming considering a real environment. Their
research shows that a spectrum-sharing network may attain
a total capacity that is two to three times higher than that
of an exclusive licensing network. However, beamforming
errors, poor interference mitigation mechanisms make it
unlikely to offer any performance benefits in a dense shared
network, especially for users with low SINR. Li et al.,
in their treatise in [13], developed an optimization framework
based on joint beamforming, coordination, and base station
(BS) association to maximize the throughput and fairness
of the users in a mmWave shared spectrum network,
followed by analyzing the efficacy of coordination and base
station (BS) association towards interference management.
The authors in [17] suggested a solution for interference
management in underlay spectrum sharing and demonstrate
its efficacy through simulation findings. Several existing
studies [8], [9], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], have
presented optimal hybrid TPC/RC designs for a frequency
selective mmWave MIMO channel. Specifically, Alkhateeb
and Heath in [8] investigated a codebook design algorithm
for frequency selective hybrid TPC design, considering a
limited feedback wideband mmWave MIMO system. In [24],
Sohrabi and Yu, propose a novel design algorithm for hybrid
beamforming in mmWave point-to-point (P2P)-MIMO and
multiuser multiple-input-single-output (MU-MISO) systems.
Their study shows that the minimum number of RF chains
needed in a hybrid architecture to realize any fully digital
beamforming matrix is equal to double the number of
active data streams. Following this, in [9], the same work
has been extended to mmWave P2P-MIMO-OFDM and
MU-MISO-OFDM systems. Obtaining the CSI for each
subcarrier in a wideband mmWave MIMO system is bur-
densome. To tackle this issue, the authors in [21] developed
practical hybrid beamforming techniques based on statistical
channel information, in which columns of both the BB
and RF-TPC are picked from their respective codebooks
using a low-complexity search algorithm. The most recent
work in [23] presented a joint RF-TPC/RC design procedure
employing the constrained Tucker2 tensor decomposition
technique to suppress the MUI and enhance the effective
BB channel in an MU frequency-selective mmWave MIMO
system.

The aforementioned papers and references constitute
a substantial body of research on spectrum sharing in
mmWave networks and hybrid TPC/RC design in mmWave
MIMO-OFDM systems. However, the design of hybrid
TPC/RC subject to interference constraints, considering
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TABLE 1. Contrasting our contribution on mmWave MSU-MIMO-OFDM CR to the existing literature.

multiple users with several RF chains and antennas, has been
scarcely studied. In [25], a hybrid TPC/RC design is proposed
for a single user MIMO-CRN based on the SE maximization
criterion. The work in [26] investigates hybrid beamforming
for spectrum sharing backhaul networks. Authors in [27]
and [28] investigated hybrid TPC/RC design subject to
maximizing the minimum secrecy rate of all the secondary
users under practical constraints. The recent work in [29]
extended the work in [25] considering both uplink and
downlink mmWave MU-MIMO underlay CRNs, however,
with complete channel state information (CSI). As a further
advance, our work in [30] proposed a hybrid TPC/RC design
procedure coupled with an optimal power allocation strategy
to maximise the SE relying on limited feedback. To the
best of our knowledge, the problem of frequency selective
hybrid TPC/RC design for a MSU-MIMO-OFDM CRN has
not been addressed yet in the current literature, which forms
the focus of this work. The proposed technique can support
multiple users with multiple RF chains and optimally allocate
power based on the available channel state information
(CSI), for a given transmit power budget, while meeting the
interference power constraints imposed by the PU. The novel
contributions of this study are itemized next and a comparison
to those of the literature cited above is presented in Table 1.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS WORK
• A hybrid TPC/RC design technique is proposed that
maximizes the SE with interference and transmit power
constraints as well as hardware limitations for a down-
link wideband mmWave-MIMO underlay CRN. The
optimization problem is developed considering multiple
SUs and a single PU, each equipped with a uniform
rectangular planar array (URPA) and multiple RF
chains. The optimization problem above is decomposed
into two sub-optimization problems in order to tackle the
non-convex nature of the original problem.

• Initially, the optimal blind hybrid MMSE-RC design
problem is solved for each SU, considering the optimal
per-subcarrier FD-TPC with blind equal power loading
for each stream at the CBS. The hybrid combiner design
paradigm is formulated as a multiple measurement
vector-based sparse signal recovery problem and solved
using a modified simultaneous orthogonal matching
pursuit (MSOMP) technique.

• Next, the corresponding sum SE maximization problem
with all the constraints mentioned above is once

again formulated and solved considering the feedback
knowledge of each SU’s effective channel matrix, which
consists of the blind hybrid MMSE-RC and channel for
each subcarrier. An optimized two-stage hybrid TPC
design procedure is then described, wherein the RF and
stage-1 BB-TPC are designed in the first step, relying
on a capacity-optimal FD-TPC approximation problem.
A novel modified alternating minimization (MAM)
algorithm is developed to address the stage-1 TPC
design.Moreover, amodification is also proposed for the
TPC design algorithm presented in [31], which has been
shown to have lower complexity and faster convergence.
Stage-2 aims to mitigate the MUI by designing the
BB-TPC using a low-complexity ZF approach.

• Finally, employing the RF, stage-1, and stage-2 TPCs,
an optimal power loading solution is obtained in
closed-form to maximize the overall SE while adhering
to the interference and power constraints.

C. ORGANIZATION
The remaining sections of this work are structured as follows.
Section II presents the multiple SU (MSU)-MIMO-OFDM
downlink CRN model followed by the discussion pertaining
to the mmWave MIMO-OFDM channel and formulation
of the hybrid transceiver design optimization problem.
Section III deals with the blind hybrid-MMSE RC design
procedure. In section IVwe demonstrate the two-stage hybrid
TPC design followed by the optimal power loading strategy.
Section VI showcases our simulation findings, and finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

D. NOTATION
We use the following notation throughout this paper: Bold
lowercase and uppercase letters indicate vectors andmatrices,
whereas lowercase letters signify scalar quantities. The
inverse, Hermitian, (p, q)th element, pth column of amatrixB
are denoted by B−1, BH , B(p, q) and B(p), respectively.
Furthermore, ||B||F represents the Frobenius norm of B
whereas Tr(B) denotes the trace of a matrix B and |B|

represents its determinant. blkdiag(A,B) is a block diagonal
matrix created by diagonal placement of the matrices A and
B; diag(b) denotes a diagonal matrix with vector b on its
main diagonal whereas diag(B) represents a column vector
constructed from the diagonal entries of B. The notation
CR×T denotes a matrix of size R × T with complex entries;
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an N×N identity matrix is denoted as IN and the expectation
operator is represented by E[·]. The complex Gaussian noise
distribution with mean b and covariance matrix B is denoted
as CN (b,B).

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS
A. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the mmWave MSU-MIMO-OFDM downlink
underlay CRN depicted in Fig. 1(a), where a CBS with Nt
transmit antennas serves M SUs, having Nr receive antennas
each, in the presence of a single PU. In addition, as previously
mentioned, because the traditional fully-digital architecture
necessitates the usage of a separate RF chain for each antenna,
we consider a hybrid fully-connected architecture at both the
CBS and SUs, similar to [8] and [9] as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Furthermore, the CBS and SU transfer information via MNs
length-K data symbol blocks such that MNs ≤ Mt ≤ Nt
at the CBS and Ns ≤ Mr ≤ Nr at each SU. The quantities
Mt and Mr denote the number of RF chains at the CBS
and at each SU, respectively. K signifies the total number
of sub-carriers utilized in OFDM signaling, and Ns denotes
the number of per-subcarrier data streams for each SU. Note
that, for simplicity, we have assumed the number of data
streams loaded on each subcarrier to be equal. At the CBS,
each symbol vector s[k] ∈ CMNs×1, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K } is
initially precoded by the BB-TPC FBB[k] ∈ CMt×MNs and
subsequently converted to time domain using Mt IFFT’s of
length length K . To avoid inter-symbol interference, a cyclic
prefix (CP) with duration equal to the maximum delay spread
of the channel has been added before applying the RF-TPC
FRF ∈ CNt×Mt . Note that the RF precoding takes place after
the IFFT considering the optimal RF-TPC to be frequency
flat [9], [20]. Assuming constant AoAs and AoDs for the
different multipath components across the subcarriers, the
RF-TPCs across subcarriers can be set identically. With
this consideration, at subcarrier k , the final discrete-time
transmitted signal x[k] ∈ CNt×1 can be expressed as

x[k] = FRFFBB[k]s[k], (1)

where FBB[k] = [FBB,1[k], . . . ,FBB,m[k] . . . ,FBB,M [k]]
and s[k] = [sT1 [k], . . . , s

T
m[k], . . . , s

T
M [k]]T . The term,

sm[k] denotes the symbol vector for the mth SU on the
kth subcarrier that has zero mean and covariance matrix
Rss[k] = E[s[k]sH [k]] = INs . Moreover, p[k] =

[pT1 [k], . . . ,p
T
m[k], . . . ,p

T
M [k]]T ∈ RMNs×1 indicates the

optimal power loading vector at subcarrier k , and pm,d [k]
corresponds to the optimal power allocated to d th stream
of the mth SU on a particular subcarrier k . Since analog
phase shifters are used to realize FRF, its elements are
constrained to satisfy |FRF(i, j)|= 1

√
Nt

∀i, j. Further, in the
underlay CR system, the interference introduced to the PU
by the transmission between the CBS and SUs limits the
total transmit power for communication between the CBS and
SUs. This paper examines the hybrid RC/TPC design under
subcarrier-specific power constraints. One can express the
interference experienced by a PU on the subcarrier k , J0[k],

as

J0[k] =

∣∣∣∣∣∣G[k]FRFFBB[k]diag(
√
p[k])

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

, (2)

where G[k] ∈ CNr×Nt denotes the equivalent mmWave
MIMO-OFDM channel between the CBS and PU. Let Ith
denote the PU-specified interference threshold per subcarrier.
Therefore, the SU is constrained to satisfy J0[k] ≤ Ith.
Assuming a block-fading channel, the received signal on

the kth subcarrier at the mth SU, m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, is given by

ym[k] = Hm[k]x[k] + nm[k],
= Hm[k]FRFFBB,m[k]sm[k]

+

M∑
n=1,n̸=m

Hm[k]FRFFBB,n[k]sn[k] + nm[k], (3)

where Hm[k] ∈ CNr×Nt denotes the frequency domain
mmWave MIMO channel between the CBS and mth SU,
and nm[k] ∈ CNr×1 is the complex Gaussian noise with
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) entries that
follow the distribution CN (0, σ 2I). The signal received at the
mth SU is first combined using the RF-RCWRF,m ∈ CNr×Mr

in the time domain. This is followed by CP removal and
conversion back to the frequency domain using Mr FFTs,
of size K . Next, the symbols loaded on each subcarrier are
combined using the frequency selective BB-RCWBB,m[k] ∈

CMr×Ns to obtain the processed received signal ỹm[k] ∈

CNs×1 on the kth subcarrier as

ỹm[k] = WH
BB,m[k]W

H
RF,mHm[k]FRFFBB,m[k]sm[k]

+

M∑
n=1,n̸=m

WH
BB,m[k]W

H
RF,mHm[k]FRFFBB,n[k]sn[k]

+ WH
BB,m[k]W

H
RF,mnm[k], (4)

Note that, similar to the RF-TPC FRF, the elements of the
RF-RC at each SU are constrained to satisfy |WRF,m(i, j)|=
1

√
Nr

, ∀i, j.

B. CHANNEL MODEL
In a practical wideband mmWave MIMO propagation
environment, tightly packed antenna array transceivers and
limited scatterers lead to strong spatial correlation. Therefore,
it is critical to model realistic correlated channels to
accurately predict the performance of wideband mmWave
MIMO systems. Hence, we adopt the geometric mmWave
clustered parametric channel model based on the extended
Saleh-Valenzuela model to accurately capture the spatial
properties of practical mmWave MIMO-OFDM CRNs [6],
[32]. This has been validated by measurements [33], [34],
and variations of this model have been approved by the
3GPP Technical Specification Group [35] as part of their
standardization efforts. As per this model, the d th delay tap
of the downlink mmWave MIMO-OFDM channel matrix
between the CBS andmth SU, denoted byHm[d], is generated
as the sum of the contributions ofNcl scattering clusters, each
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FIGURE 1. (a) MIMO-OFDM downlink underlay CRN (b) Hybrid transceiver design adopted at the CBS and the mth SU.

of which comprises of Np propagation paths. Each cluster
c is assumed to have a time delay τc,m whereas, each path
l = 1, 2, . . . ,Np, within a cluster, has a relative time delay
of τl,m. Therefore, the matrix Hm[d] corresponding to the
d th delay tap of the mmWave MIMO-OFDM channel can be
written as

Hm(d)

= γ

Ncl∑
c=1

Np∑
l=1

αcl,mprc(dTs − τc,m − τl,m)βr(φr
cl,m, θ rcl,m)

× βt(φt
cl,m, θ tcl,m)ar(φ

r
cl,m, θ rcl,m)a

H
t (φ

t
cl,m, θ tcl,m), (5)

where γ =

√
NrNt
NclNp

is a normalization parameter and αcl,m

is the complex gain of the lth path in the cth scattering
cluster. Furthermore, (φr

cl,m, θ rcl,m) and (φt
cl,m, θ tcl,m) are the

azimuth, elevation pairs for the angle of arrival (AoA)
and departure (AoD), respectively, of the lth path in the
cth scattering cluster. The quantities βr(φr

cl,m, θ rcl,m) and
βt(φt

cl,m, θ tcl,m) denote the receive and transmit antenna gains
at the corresponding AoA and AoD. Further, prc(dTs−τc,m−

τl,m) denotes the Ts-spaced pulse-shaping function at time-
delay (τc,m+τl,m). Finally, ar(φr

cl,m, θ rcl,m) and at (φ
t
cl,m, θ tcl,m)

represent the normalized array response vectors at the
receiver and transmitter, respectively, for the AoA pair
(φr
cl,m, θ rcl,m) and AoD pair (φt

cl,m, θ tcl,m). Moreover, note
that, the model for ar(φr

cl,m, θ rcl,m) and at (φt
cl,m, θ tcl,m) are

dependent on the type of the antenna array structures used
at the receiver and transmitter, respectively. In this paper,
we consider URPAs at both the receiver and transmitter ends
since they allow for the packaging of a large number of
antenna elements in a relatively small area, thus enabling
3D beamforming that can lead to remarkably enhanced array
gain and directivity. This has been shown to be significantly
appealing for mmWave transceiver design [36]. Consider
a URPA in the YZ plane, with Ny antenna elements with
inter-antenna spacing dy and Nz antenna elements with
antenna spacing dz, on the Y and Z axes, respectively. The
expression for the array response vector corresponding to
azimuth angle φcl and an elevation angle θcl is given as [37]

aURPA(φcl, θcl)

=
1

√
N
[1, . . . , ejkd(p sin(φcl ) sin(θcl )+q cos(θcl )),

. . . , ejkd((Ny−1) sin(φcl ) sin(θcl )+(Nz−1) cos(θcl )]T , (6)

where k =
2π
λ

is the wave number, dy = dz = d , p, q denote
the antenna indices such that 0 ≤ p ≤ Ny − 1 and 0 ≤ q ≤

Nz − 1, and N = NyNz. Using the time-domain model for
Hm(d) in (5), the frequency-domain MIMO channel at the
kth subcarrier, denoted by Hm[k], can be expressed as [8]

Hm[k] =

Ntap−1∑
d=0

Hm(d)e−j
2πk
K d . (7)

Using the fact that the array response vectors are independent
of the subcarriers, Eq. (7) can also be written in the compact
form

Hm[k] = Ar,mdiag(̃αm[k])AH
t,m, (8)

where, Ar,m ∈ CNr×NclNp , At,m ∈ CNt×NclNp , and α̃m[k] ∈

CNclNp×1 are given by

Ar,m = [ar(φr
11,m, θ r11,m), . . . , ar(φ

r
NclNp,m, θ rNclNp,m)]

At,m = [at(φt
11,m, θ t11,m), . . . , at(φ

t
NclNp,m, θ tNclNp,m)],

α̃m[k] =
[
ᾱ11,m[k], . . . , ᾱcl,m[k], . . . ᾱNclNp,m[k]

]
, and

ᾱcl,m[k] =

Ntap−1∑
d=0

αcl,mprc(dTs − τc,m − τl,m)e−j
2πk
K d .

(9)

The problem formulation corresponding to hybrid transceiver
design is presented in the next subsection.

C. HYBRID TRANSCEIVER DESIGN PROBLEM
This section presents the framework for design of
the hybrid RCs

{
WRF,m,WBB,m[k]

}M ,K
m,k=1, hybrid TPCs

FRF,
{
FBB[k]

}K
k=1, and the optimal power loading vector{

p[k]
}K
k=1, such that the overall SE of SU-transmission is

maximized. Furthermore, the interference experienced by the
PU per each subcarrier is required to not exceed the threshold
Ith, while the subcarrier power at the CBS is restricted toPmax.
The SE of the system can be written as

Rsum =
1
K

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

Rm[k], (10)

whereRm[k] is the SE of the mth SU at the subcarrier k . For
Gaussian signalling,Rm[k] can be expressed as

Rm[k] = log2
(∣∣∣INs + R−1

in,m[k]0m[k]
∣∣∣), (11)
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where 0m[k] and R−1
in,m[k] denote the desired signal covari-

ance and the interference-plus-noise covariance matrices
of ỹm[k], respectively, and can be derived as shown in
(12) and (13), at the bottom of the page. Therefore, one can
formulate the SE maximization problem as

max{
WRF,m,WBB,m[k],FRF,FBB[k],p[k]

}M ,K

m,k=1

Rsum

s.t.



|FRF(i, j)| =
1

√
Nt

, ∀i, j,

|WRF,m(i, j)| =
1

√
Nr

, ∀i, j,m,

J0[k] ≤ Ith, ∀k,∣∣∣∣∣∣FRFFBB[k]diag(
√
p[k])

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

≤ Pmax, ∀k.

(14)

One can readily observe that maximizing (14) directly
requires an apparent five-matrix-variable joint optimization
over

({
WRF,m,WBB,m[k],FRF,FBB[k],p[k]

}M ,K
m,k=1

)
. How-

ever, solving the joint optimization problem is infeasible
because the objective function and constant magnitude
constraints on the elements of the RF-RCWRF,m andRF-TPC
FRF are non-convex in nature. The problem (14) is thus
decoupled as follows: First, each SU constructs its own blind
hybrid MMSE-RC

{
WRF,m,WBB,m[k]

}M ,K
m,k=1, assuming the

optimal per-subcarrier FD-TPC with blind equal power
loading for each stream at CBS. The second phase involves
designing the hybrid TPC FRF,

{
FBB

}K
k=1, at CBS based on

the knowledge of effective channel at each SU and each
subcarrier, given by

{
WRF,m,WBB,m[k],Hm[k]

}M ,K
m,k=1. This

is followed by the determination of the optimal power loading
vector

{
p[k]

}K
k=1. The following sections present an in depth

description of the algorithms for each of these steps.

III. BLIND HYBRID MMSE-RC DESIGN
In the downlink CRN, each SU designs the appropriate hybrid
RC based on the estimated downlink channel

{
Hm[k]

}K
k=1

and then reports the effective CSI,
{
Heff
m [k]

}K
k=1 back

to CBS for downlink communication. Toward this end,
each SU initially designs the optimal FD-TPC F̄opt

m [k] =

[F̄1[k], . . . , F̄m[k], . . . , F̄M [k]] ∈ CNt×MNs , ∀k to suppress
both the MUI and ISI. For this purpose, consider the SVD of
the mmWave MIMO channel at kth subcarrier, Hm[k] given

as

Hm[k]

= Um[k]6m[k]VH
m [k]

=
[
U1
m[k] U

2
m[k]

] [
61
m[k] 0
0 62

m[k]

] [
V1
m[k] V

2
m[k]

]H
,

(15)

where U1
m[k] and V1

m[k] consist of the initial Ns columns
of Um[k] and Vm[k], respectively. To achieve the required{
F̄opt
m [k]

}K
k=1, we set F̄m[k] = V1

m[k] and F̄i,i̸=m[k] = Ṽ2
m[k],

where Ṽ2
m[k] consists of the last Ns columns of V2

m[k], i.e.,
Ṽ2
m[k] ∈ N (Hm[k]). Furthermore, since the SU does not

have knowledge of the downlink channel matrices
{
G[k]

}K
k=1

between the CBS and PU, a blind equal power allocation
is considered for all the streams while designing the hybrid
MMSE-RC at each SU. Assuming F̄opt

m [k] at the CBS, the
signal received at the mth SU on the kth subcarrier, ym[k] ∈

CNr×1, can be expressed as

ym[k] =
√

ρm[k]Hm[k]F̄
opt
m [k]s[k] + nm[k], (16)

where ρm[k] =
Ith∣∣∣∣∣∣G[k]F̄optm [k])

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

, which is derived by equally

dividing the interference threshold Ith among the MNs data
streams. Upon employing F̄opt

m [k], Eq. (16) can be rewritten
as

ym[k] =
√

ρm[k]U1
m[k]6

1
m[k]sm[k] + nm[k]. (17)

Therefore, the design problem for hybrid MMSE-RC at the
mth SU can be stated as follows(

Wopt
RF,m,

{
Wopt

BB,m[k]
}K
k=1

)
=

argmin
WRF,m,

{
WBB,m[k]

}K
k=1

1
K

K∑
k=1

E
{∣∣∣∣∣∣sm[k]
− WH

BB,m[k]W
H
RF,mym[k]

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2

}
,

s.t.
∣∣WRF,m(i, j)

∣∣ =
1

√
Nr

.∀i, j. (18)

It is clear from Eq.(18) that the objective above is to
reduce the MSE (mean squared error) between the combined
received signal WH

BB,m[k]W
H
RF,mym[k] and the transmitted

symbol vector sm[k]. Observe that, without the elements’

0m[k] = WH
BB,m[k]W

H
RF,mHm[k]FRFFBB,m[k]diag(pm[k])FHBB,m[k]F

H
RFH

H
m [k]WRF,mWBB,m[k]

)
, (12)

Rin,m[k] =

M∑
n=1,n̸=m

(
WH

BB,m[k]W
H
RF,mHm[k]FRFFBB,n[k]diag(pn[k])FHBB,n[k]F

H
RFH

H
m [k]WRF,mWBB,m[k]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

interference covariance,Ri,m[k]

+ σ 2WH
BB,m[k]W

H
RF,mWRF,mWBB,m[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸

noise covariance,Rn,m[k]

. (13)
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constant-magnitude restrictions inWRF,m, the solution to (18)
is equivalent to the linear MMSE RCWH

MMSE,m[k] ∈ CNs×Nr

that is given as [38]

WH
MMSE,m[k] = Rsȳ,m[k]R−1

ȳȳ,m[k]. (19)

Following a procedure similar to our earlier work [30] for
a particular subcarrier k , one can obtain the expression for
WH

MMSE,m[k] as

WH
MMSE,m[k]

=
1

√
ρm[k]

61
m[k]

(
(61

m[k])
2
+

σ 2

ρm[k]
INs

)−1

(U1
m[k])

H .

(20)

Note that calculation of WH
MMSE,m[k] involves the inversion

of a diagonal matrix
(
(61

m[k])
2
+

σ 2

ρm[k]
INs

)
, due to which the

computational complexity of the scheme is low. Furthermore,
as derived in [6], the optimization problem in (18) can be
further reduced to(

Wopt
RF,m,

{
Wopt

BB,m[k]
}K−1
k=0

)
=

argmin
WRF,m,

{
WBB,m[k]

}K−1

k=0

K−1∑
k=0

∣∣∣∣∣∣R 1
2
ȳȳ,m[k]

(
WMMSE,m[k]

− WRF,mWBB,m[k]
)∣∣∣∣∣∣2

F
,

s.t.
∣∣WRF,m(i, j)

∣∣ =
1

√
Nr

, ∀i, j. (21)

Note that in (21), the RF combinerWRF,m needs to be jointly
optimized across all the subcarriers, whereas the BB com-
biner WBB,m[k] can be locally optimized for each individual
subcarrier, which renders the SOMP approach developed in
Algorithm 2 of [6] inapplicable for this problem. In this
paper, we propose a modified SOMP (MSOMP) technique
that can be readily applied to tackle the optimization problem
above. In addition, the authors in [6] assume availability
of the true AoAs to construct the matrix Ar,m, which is
infeasible in practice. Thus, for practical implementation,
we propose to consider only a codebook rather than the
matrix Ar,m that contains the array response vectors for the
true AoAs. To create the codebook, the azimuth angular
range [φmin, φmax] and elevation angular range [θmin, θmax]
are quantized using Nφ and Nθ bits, respectively, and form
the matrix of jointly quantized response vectors of size Nr ×

2Nφ+Nθ as

Aq
r =

[
ar(φr

1, θ
r
1), . . . , ar(φ

r
i , θ

r
l ), . . . , ar(φ

r
2Nφ

, θ r2Nθ
)
]
.

(22)

To jointly design WRF,m across all the subcarriers,
the MSOMP approach begins by initializing the matrix
WMMSE,m ∈ CKNr×KNs , which is a block diagonal matrix
comprising of the optimal fully digital MMSE combiners
WMMSE,m[k], ∀k along its main diagonal as WMMSE,m =

blkdiag(WMMSE,m[1], . . ., WMMSE,m[K ]). Similarly, the

matrix Rȳȳ,m ∈ CNr×KNr is constructed by concatenating
the output signal covariance matrices Rȳȳ,m[k] for the
different subcarriers as Rȳȳ,m = [Rȳȳ,m[1], . . . ,Rȳȳ,m[K ]].
As a result, in each iteration, it is possible to determine
the column index n of the quantized response vectors
Aq
r along which the previous residue Wres,m has the

maximum weighted projection jointly across all the sub-
carriers. Once we obtain the solution for WRF,m, the per
subcarrier optimization problem given below is solved to
updateWBB,m[k].

{
W

opt
BB,m[k]

}K
k=1 =

argmin{
WBB,m[k]

}K
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣R 1
2
ȳȳ,m[k](WMMSE,m[k] − Aq

rWBB,m[k])

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

,

s.t.
∣∣∣∣∣∣diag(WBB,m[k]W

H
BB,m[k])

∣∣∣∣∣∣
0

= Mr, ∀k. (23)

Note that, the quantities Aq
r and

{
WBB,m[k]

}K
k=1 in (23)

act as auxiliary variables from which one obtains Wopt
RF,m

and
{
Wopt

BB,m[k]
}K−1
k=0 , respectively. The sparsity constraint∣∣∣∣∣∣diag(WBB,m[k]W
H
BB,m[k])

∣∣∣∣∣∣
0

= Mr, ∀k in (23) implies

that the number of non zero rows of WBB,m[k]∀k cannot
be greater than Mr. The summary of the overall proposed
MSOMP based blind combiner design at each SU is given
in Algorithm 1. The key steps of this algorithm are now
discussed below.

In each iteration, steps 4 and 5 determine the column
index n of the quantized response vectors Aq

r along which
the previous residue Wres,m yields the highest weighted
projection across all the subcarriers. The matrix WRF,m is
updated in step 6 by concatenating the nth column of Aq

r .
Step 7 initializes both Wres,m,WBB,m to compute the BB
combiner locally. Step 9 next computes the BB combiner
WBB,m[k] using the weighted least squares solution over
Rȳȳ,m[k] for the kth subcarrier. Step 10 calculates the
corresponding residue matrix Wres,m[k] for each subcarrier
and subsequently builds a new block-diagonal residue matrix
Wres,m in step 11 which is utilized in the following
iteration. After Mr columns have been added to WRF,m, the
algorithm concludes and returns the hybrid RC WRF,m and{
WBB,m[k]

}K
k=1. Lastly, the SU feeds back its effective CSI,{

Heff
m [k] = WH

BB,m[k]W
H
RF,mHm[k]

}K
k=1 to the CBS for use in

the creation of the hybrid TPCs and the allocation of optimal
power, as explained in detail in the following sections.

IV. HYBRID TPC DESIGN AND OPTIMAL POWER
LOADING
Using the knowledge of effective channel Heff

m [k]∀m, k,
obtained via feedback, this section develops the hybrid TPC
FRF,

{
FBB[k]

}K
k=1 followed by deriving the optimal power

loading vector
{
p[k]

}K
k=1 at the CBS, aiming to maximize the

SE. Therefore, the associated design problem at the CBS can
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be expressed as

max{
FRF,FBB[k],p[k]

}K
k=1

1
K

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

Rm[k]

s.t.


|FRF(i, j)| =

1
√
Nt

, ∀i, j,

J0[k] ≤ Ith, ∀k,∣∣∣∣∣∣FRFFBB[k]diag(
√
p[k])

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

≤ Pmax, ∀k

(24)

where Rm[k] is given by (11). Consider the SVD of Heff
m [k]

as

Heff
m [k] = Ueff

m [k]6eff
m [k](Veff

m [k])H

= Ueff
m [k]

[
6eff,1
m [k]0

] [
Veff,1
m [k]Veff,2

m [k]
]H

, (25)

where 6eff,1
m [k] ∈ CNs×Ns and Veff,1

m [k] ∈ CNt×Ns denote
the initial Ns columns of the matrices 6eff

m [k] and Veff
m [k],

respectively. Recall that FRF is common for all the SUs and
all subcarriers, whereas the BB-TPC, which is defined as
FBB[k] = [FBB,1[k], . . . ,FBB,m[k], . . . ,FBB,M [k]], where
FBB,m[k] denotes the BB-TPC of the mth SU at the kth
subcarrier, is unique for each SU and subcarrier. Furthermore,
note that the design of FBB[k] should target mitigation
of the MUI among the SUs. Toward this, we split each
SU’s BB-TPC into two sub-matrices such that FBB,m[k] =

F1
BB,m[k]F

2
BB,m[k]. Considering, the SVD of Heff

m [k] as
mentioned in Eq. (25), the decomposition of the BB-TPC
as FBB,m[k] = F1

BB,m[k]F
2
BB,m[k], and by employing a

procedure similar to [30],Rm[k] can be closely approximated
as

Rm[k] ≈ log2
(∣∣∣INs + (F2

BB,m[k])
H (6eff,1

m [k])H (Ueff
m [k])H

× R−1
in,m[k]U

eff
m [k]6eff,1

m [k]F2
BB,m[k]diag(pm[k])

∣∣∣)
−

(
Ns −

∣∣∣∣∣∣(Veff,1
m [k])HFRFF1

BB,m[k]
∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

)
. (26)

Observe that in (26), the dependency of Rm[k] on FRF and
F1
BB,m[k] is through the second term, whereas F2

BB,m[k] and
diag(pm[k]) impact the first term. Thus, the TPC design
procedure at the CBS can be divided into two stages.
In the first stage, the RF-TPC FRF and BB-TPC F1

BB[k] =

[F1
BB,1[k], . . . ,F

1
BB,m[k], . . . ,F

1
BB,M [k]] ∈ CMt×MNs can

be jointly designed using the capacity-optimal FD-TPC
approximation problem, whereas, the BB-TPC F2

BB[k] =

[F2
BB,1[k], . . . ,F

2
BB,m[k], . . . ,F

2
BB,M [k]] ∈ CNs×MNs can be

constructed in the second stage with the goal of mitigating the
MUI. It is important to emphasize that we impose a unitary
power constraint during the design of the stage-1 hybrid TPCs
such that FRFF1

BB[k] ∈ UNt×MNs∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,K , where
UNt×MNs denotes the set of semi-unitary matrices UNt×MNs =

{U ∈ CNt×MNs |UHU = I}. Following the design of hybrid
TPC, the interference and transmit power budget constraints
are satisfied with the optimal power loading solution.

Algorithm 1 Hybrid-MMSE Combiner Design via MSOMP
at the mth SU
Require: WMMSE,m,Rȳȳ,m
1: WRF,m = [ ] (i.e., Empty Matrix)
2: Wres,m = WMMSE,m
3: for i ≤ Mr do
4: 9 = Aq

rRȳȳ,mWres,m
5: n = argmaxl=1,...2Nφ+Nθ (99H )l,l
6: WRF,m = [WRF,m|Aq,n

r ]
7: Wres,m = [ ],WBB,m = [ ]
8: for k = 0 : K − 1 do

9:
WBB,m[k] =(WH

RF,mRȳȳ,m[k]WRF,m)−1

× WH
RF,mRȳȳ,m[k]WMMSE,m[k]

10: Wres,m[k] =
WMMSE,m[k]−WRF,mWBB,m[k]

||WMMSE,m[k]−WRF,mWBB,m[k]||F
11: Wres,m = blkdiag(Wres,m,Wres,m[k])
12: end for (k)
13: end for (i)
14: return WRF,m,WBB,m

With the aid of Eq. (26), the stage-1 hybrid TPC design
problem can be mathematically written as

min
FRF,

{
F1BB,m[k]

}M ,K

m,k=1

1
K

K∑
k=1

M∑
m=1

(
Ns

−

∣∣∣∣∣∣(Veff,1
m [k])HFRFF1

BB,m[k]
∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

)
,

s.t. |FRF(i, j)| =
1

√
Nt

, ∀i, j,

FRF
{
F1
BB,m[k]

}M ,K
m,k=1 ∈ UNt×Ns . (27)

Moreover, in a mmWave MIMO-OFDM system, the
BB-TPCs for all the SUs on each subcarrier are updated in
parallel. Therefore, one can eliminate the sum over m and k
and can rewrite Eq.(27) as

(Fopt
RF,F1,opt

BB ) = min
FRF,F1BB

(
KMNs −

∣∣∣∣∣∣FHoptFRFF1
BB

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

)
,

s.t. |FRF(i, j)| =
1

√
Nt

, ∀i, j,

FRFF1
BB ∈ UNt×KMNs , (28)

where Fopt = [Veff,1[1], . . . ,Veff,1[k], . . . ,Veff,1[K ]] and
Veff,1[k] = [Veff,1

1 [k], . . . ,Veff,1
m [k], . . . ,Veff,1

M [k]]. Sim-
ilarly, F1

BB = [F1
BB[1], . . . ,F

1
BB[k], . . . ,F

1
BB[K ]] and

F1
BB[k] = [F1

BB,1[k], . . . ,F
1
BB,m[k], . . . ,F

1
BB,M [k]].

Due to the non-convex nature of the constant magnitude
constraint on each element of the RF-TPC FRF, the direct
optimization of (28) is intractable. Several unique precoding
solutions have been developed in response to this problem.
In particular, the proposed SOMP based sparse precoding
algorithm in [6] can also be applied to solve the problem
in (28). However, the primary disadvantages of such a sparse
hybrid design are the usage of quantized codebooks, which
depend on the array geometry, and the associated correlation
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operation used to generate the RF-TPC FRF, which is
computationally expensive. Additionally, the algorithm’s
accuracy depends on the angular resolution L, where L =

2Nφ+Nθ , and (Nφ,Nθ ) are the number of quantization bits pair
utilized to quantify the azimuth and elevation angular ranges,
respectively. In general, the goal is to solve the problem
on a grid as fine as possible, i.e., with a very large value
of L. Unfortunately, this results in a significantly increased
computational complexity. As a first step in this direction, the
authors in [39] propose a low-complexity hybrid TPC design
procedure using the alternating minimization (HD-AM)
principle, which eliminates the costly correlation operation
otherwise required to calculate the RF-TPC FRF, but is
applicable only when Mt = Ns. For the scenario when
Mt > Ns, the authors propose a finite unitary search technique
for computation of the weights of the hybrid TPC that has
lower complexity in comparison to the SOMP algorithm,
but still depends on the array geometry. A new method of
applying the HD-AM principle to the scenario when Mt >

Ns was recently proposed by the authors in [31]. In fact,
this procedure can be modified to reduce the complexity
further, while simultaneously improving performance, as will
be seen later. Authors in [8] and [9] proposed different
hybrid TPC design techniques considering constraints on
the number of RF chains (Mt) and on the number of data
streams (Ns). However, these designs are not invariant of
Mt and Ns. Inspired by [8], this study proposes a novel
alternative technique toward solving the aforementioned
optimization problem, without necessitating any knowledge
of the array geometry or limits on Mt and Ns. However, the
condition Mt = Ns can be considered as a special case
of the proposed design. The various steps in the procedure
proposed to solve the optimization problem in (28) are listed
below:

1) To begin with, the solution for the BB-TPC F1
BB

is derived in closed-form, for a fixed RF-TPC FRF,
which maximizes the overall SE in (24), without
considering the MUI. The BB-TPC is thus obtained
by solving the optimization problem in (28). More-
over, the F1

BB thus determined is constrained to be
semi-unitary as can be seen from the constraint
in (28).

2) Next, using the BB-TPC F1
BB as a starting point,

we address the optimization problem (28) and devise
an iterative approach to update the RF-TPC FRF.

3) On completion of the last iteration of the procedure in
the previous step, the BB-TPC F1

BB is modified using
a least squares solution to further reduce the objective
function.

4) In the second stage, the BB-TPC F2
BB[k]∀k is designed

using the zero-forcing (ZF) technique to mitigate the
MUI.

We refer to this procedure as hybrid precoder design via
modified alternating minimization-zeroforcing (MAM-ZF).
The following subsection provides an in-depth examination
of the various steps associated with this algorithm.

A. HYBRID TPC DESIGN
Given an RF-TPC FRF, the procedure to calculate the
BB-TPC weights is described in this part. From Eq. (26) it
can be seen that the MUI term is decoupled from the design
of the stage1 hybrid TPC FRF,

{
F1
BB,m[k]

}M ,K
m,k=1. Therefore,

the problem below can be considered for designing the
optimal stage1 BB-TPC for a given RF-TPC without loss of
optimality

max{
F1BB[k]

}K
k=1

1
K

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

log2
(∣∣∣INs + R−1

n,m[k]H
eff
m [k]

× FRFF1
BB,m[k](F

1
BB,m[k])

HFHRF(H
eff
m [k])H

∣∣∣)
s.t.. FRF

{
F1
BB,m[k]

}M ,K
m,k=1 ∈ UNt×Ns . (29)

Given the RF-TPC FRF, the closed form solution for the
above problem (29) can be obtained via the well-known
water-filling principle [8], [24], which is given as{

F1
BB[k]

}K
k=1 = (FHRFFRF)−

1
2
{
Ṽ[k]

}K
k=1, (30)

where Ṽ[k] = [Ṽ1[k], . . . , Ṽm[k], . . . , ṼM [k]] and
Ṽm[k] is derived as follows. Considering the SVD
of Heff

m [k] as given in Eq.(25), let the SVD of the
matrix 6eff

m [k](Veff
m [k])HFRF(FHRFFRF)−

1
2 be computed as

6eff
m [k](Veff

m [k])HFRF(FHRFFRF)−
1
2 = Um[k]6m[k]V

H
m [k].

Then, the quantity Ṽm[k] =

[
Vm[k]

]
:,1:Ns

.

Now, by stackingF1
BB[k] and Ṽ[k] for all subcarriers k , one

can rewrite Eq.(30) as

F1
BB = (FHRFFRF)−

1
2 Ṽ, (31)

where Ṽ = [Ṽ[1], . . . , Ṽ[k], . . . , Ṽ[K ]] and F1
BB =

[F1
BB[1], . . . ,F

1
BB[k], . . . ,F

1
BB[K ]].

B. ANALOG PRECODER DESIGN
Our aim is now to design the RF-TPC FRF, for the
given BB-TPC F1

BB = (FHRFFRF)−
1
2 Ṽ. On substituting the

expression of F1
BB in the optimization problem (28), one can

rewrite the optimization problem for FRF as

Fopt
RF = argmin

FRF

(
KMNs −

∣∣∣∣∣∣FHoptFRF(FRF
HFRF)−

1
2 Ṽ

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

)
,

s.t. |FRF(i, j)| =
1

√
Nt

, ∀i, j.

(32)

Note that, the above problem minimizes the average
squared chordal distance between the two points Fopt and
FRF(FRF

HFRF)−
1
2 Ṽ on the Grassmann manifold. Therefore,

one can rewrite the problem of (32) as

Fopt
RF = argmin

FRF
8chord

(
Fopt,FRF(FHRFFRF)−

1
2 Ṽ

)
,

s.t. |FRF(i, j)| =
1

√
Nt

, ∀i, j. (33)
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As the chordal distance between two points on a Grassmann
manifold is invariant under right multiplication of both of
them by a semi-unitary matrix UNt×KMNs , it follows that

8chord

(
Fopt,FRF(FHRFFRF)−

1
2 Ṽ

)
= 8chord

(
FoptṼH ,FRF(FHRFFRF)−

1
2

)
.

(34)

Given the FRF per-entry constant modulus restriction,
determining the exact solution to (33) is non-trivial. When
no constraints are imposed on the elements of FRF, the
solution to the above problem (33) is obtained by calculating
the Karcher mean of the KM Mt-dimensional subspace
formed by the points

{
Veff,1
m [k]ṼH

m [k]
}M ,K
m,k=1, which can be

mathematically expressed as [8]

Fopt
u = argmin

Fu∈CNt×Mt

8chord

(
FoptṼH ,Fu

)
,

= eig1:Mt
(FoptṼH (FoptṼH )H ), (35)

where eig1:Mt
(X) denotes the first Mt eigenvectors corre-

sponding to the Mt largest eigenvalues. Note that, there
is no constraint imposed on Fu. Utilizing the triangle
inequality for the chordal distance [40], the quantity
8chord

(
FoptṼH ,FRF(FHRFFRF)−

1
2

)
can be upper-bounded as

8chord

(
FoptṼH ,FRF(FHRFFRF)−

1
2

)
− 8chord

(
FoptṼH ,Fu

)
≤ 8chord

(
Fu,FRF(FHRFFRF)−

1
2

)
.

(36)

We consider the design of the RF-TPC FRF such that it
minimizes the upper bound given by Eq.(36). Therefore, the
modified optimization problem for designing FRF can be
stated as

Fopt
RF = argmin

FRF
8chord

(
Fu,FRF(FHRFFRF)−

1
2

)
,

s.t. |FRF(i, j)| =
1

√
Nt

, ∀i, j. (37)

The above problem is still intractable due to the per entry
constant magnitude constraint of FRF. To render the problem
tractable, the following approximations are employed.

1) For frequency selectivemmWaveMIMO channels with
a large number of antennas, the columns of FRF can be
configured to be nearly orthogonal, i.e, (FHRFFRF) ≈ I.

2) The points Fu and FRF(FHRFFRF)−
1
2 can be made

significantly close.
Consequently, utilizing the locally Euclidean property of the
manifold, one can replace the chordal distance in Eq.(37) with
the Euclidean distance, and the optimization problem for FRF
can be transformed to the following approximately equivalent
problem

Fopt
RF = argmin

FRF
||Fu − FRF||

2
F ,

s.t. |FRF(i, j)| =
1

√
Nt

, ∀i, j. (38)

Therefore, the RF-TPC design problem in (38) can now be
converted to a per entry optimization problem for which the
optimal solution is given by

FRF =
1

√
Nt

ej
̸ Fu . (39)

The above Eq.(39) is being used as the update rule for
the RF-TPC FRF in each iteration, for a given BB-TPC
F1
BB obtained from Eq.(31). This iterative process to deter-

mine the BB-TPC F1
BB and RF-TPC FRF is now repeated

till convergence. Furthermore, recall that the update rule
for F1

BB incorporates a semi-unitary constraint. To obtain a
non semi-unitary solution for F1

BB, that further minimizes
the optimization objective of (28), F1

BB is updated using
the least squares solution as F1

BB = (FHRFFRF)−1FHRFFopt
after completion of the last iteration of the above algorithm.

Following this, the stage-2 BB-TPCs
{
F2
BB[k]

}K
k=1

are con-
structed using a low-complexity ZF technique, the procedure
for which is detailed in the subsequent subsection.

We now propose a modification to the HD-AM based
precoding algorithm, described in [31], for a multiuser
MIMO-OFDM system, in order to reduce the computational
complexity and improve the performance. In particular we
modify the initialization procedure for FRF. Irrespective of
the BB-TPC (F1

BB), the RF-TPC (FRF) can be initialized
such that the average distance between FRF and optimal
TPCs

{
Ṽm[k]

}M ,K
m,k=1 is minimized, since the spatial and

frequency-flat RF-TPC FRF is being used by all the SUs for
all subcarriers [41]. Therefore, by leveraging the manifold’s
locally Euclidean property, a sub-optimal solution for FRF
can be determined by solving the following problem

Fsubopt
RF = argmin

FRF

∣∣∣∣̃Fu − FRF
∣∣∣∣2
F ,

s.t. |FRF(i, j)| =
1

√
Nt

, ∀i, j, (40)

where F̃u is given by

F̃u = eig1:Mt
FoptFHopt. (41)

Similar to Eq. (38), the solution of Eq. (40) is given by

FRF =
1

√
Nt
ej

̸ F̃u . (42)

The above solution can now be employed to initialize
FRF. This reduces the number of iterations required for
convergence, in comparison to the scheme in [31], in turn
leading to a reduction in the computational complexity.
This technique for hybrid precoding is referred to as low
complexity alternatingminimization-zeroforcing (LAM-ZF).

C. STAGE-2 BB PRECODING
Next, the stage-2 BB-TPC F2

BB[k] is constructed to mitigate

the MUI. We use the ZF approach to design
{
F2
BB[k]

}K
k=1
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Algorithm 2 Hybrid Precoding via Modified Alternating
Minimization-Zeroforcing (MAM-ZF) Technique at the CBS

Input:
{
Heff
m [k],

}M ,K

m,k=1
, Fopt, N1 (Number of iterations)

Output: FRF,
{
FBB[k]

}K
k=1

Initialization: FRF = 1Nt×Mt

for n = 1, . . . ,N1 do
1) Update F1

BB using equation (31)
2) Update FRF by solving Eq.(32) whose solution is given

by Eq.(39)
end for

3) Update F1
BB as F1

BB = (FHRFFRF)−1FHRFFopt
4) Design F2

BB[k], ∀k using Eq.(43).
5) Design FBB[k] as FBB[k] =

[F1
BB,1[k]F

2
BB,1[k], . . . ,F

1
BB,M [k]F2

BB,M [k]], ∀k

Return: FRF,
{
FBB[k]

}K
k=1

in order to reduce the design complexity. In this scheme, the

CBS computes the effective channel as
{
H̃eff
m [k]

}M ,K

m,k=1
={

Heff
m [k]FRFF1

BB,m[k]
}M ,K

m,k=1
∈ CNs×Ns , and concatenates

them as
{
H̄[k]

}K
k=1

=

{[
H̃effT

1 [k] . . . H̃effT
M [k]

]T}K
k=1

∈

CMNs×Ns . Subsequently, the ZF-BB-TPC
{
F2
BB[k]

}K
k=1

is
designed as{

F2
BB[k]

}K
k=1

=

{
(H̄H [k] ¯H[k])−1H̄H [k]

}K
k=1

. (43)

Therefore, the final BB-TPC at the kth subcarrier can be writ-
ten asFBB[k] = [F1

BB,1[k]F
2
BB,1[k], . . . ,F

1
BB,M [k]F2

BB,M [k]].
The overall design procedure of the proposed MAM-ZF
technique is given in Algorithm 2 whereas the steps in
LAM-ZF algorithm are succinctly described in Algorithm 3.

D. OPTIMAL POWER LOADING
Note that, with the aid of F2

BB,m[k], the interference-
plus-noise covariance Rin,m[k] closely approaches the
noise covariance Rn,m[k] since the interference covariance
Ri,m[k] → 0. Therefore, using Eq. (26), the optimal power
loading vector p[k]∀k can now be calculated by solving the
optimization problem below

popt[k] = max{pm[k]}m=1
M ∑M

m=1 log2
(∣∣∣INs + (F2

BB,m[k])
H

×(6eff,1
m [k])H (Ueff

m [k])HR−1
n,m[k]U

eff
m [k]6eff,1

m [k]F2
BB,m[k]

×diag(pm[k])
∣∣∣)

s.t. J0[k] ≤ Ith,∣∣∣∣FRFFBB[k]diag(
√
p[k])

∣∣∣∣2
F ≤ Pmax.

(44)

Let us denote the d th diagonal element of diag(pm[k]) as
pm,d [k], which corresponds to the optimal power allocated to

Algorithm 3 Hybrid Precoding via Low Complexity Alter-
nating Maximization-Zeroforcing (LAM-ZF) Technique at
the CBS

Input:
{
Heff
m [k],

}M ,K

m,k=1
, Fopt, N2 (Number of iterations)

Output: FRF,
{
FBB[k]

}K
k=1

Initialization: FRF =
1

√
Nt
ej̸ F̃u

for n = 1, . . . ,N2 do
1) Update F1

BB as F1
BB = (FHRFFRF)−1FHRFFopt

2) Update the residue Fres = Fopt − FRFF1
BB

3) Update FRF as FRF =
1

√
Nt
ej

̸ (Fres(F1BB)
H

+FRF)

end for
4) Update F1

BB as F1
BB = (FHRFFRF)−1FHRFFopt

5) Design F2
BB[k], ∀k using Eq.(43).

6) Design FBB[k] as FBB[k] =

[F1
BB,1[k]F

2
BB,1[k], . . . ,F

1
BB,M [k]F2

BB,M [k]], ∀k

Return: FRF,
{
FBB[k]

}K
k=1

d th stream of the mth SU on a particular subcarrier k . Then,
by following the well-known water-filling algorithm [30],
[42], the closed-form solution for pm,d [k] can be determined
as

pm,d [k]

= max

{
0,

1
λζm,d [k] + ωtm,d [k]

−
σ 2

γ 2
m,d [k]∥f

2,(d)
BB,m[k]∥

2

}
∀k,m, d, (45)

where ζm,d [k], tm,d [k] and γ 2
m,d [k] denote the d th diag-

onal elements of
(
FHBB,m[k]F

H
RFG

H [k]G[k]FRFFBB,m[k]
)
,(

FHBB,m[k]F
H
RFFRFFBB,m[k]

)
and6eff,1

m [k], respectively. Fur-

thermore, f2,(d)BB,m[k] represents the d th column of F2
BB,m[k],

while λ and ω are the Lagrange multipliers associated with
the first and the second constraints, respectively, of the
problem in Eq. (44).

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we comprehensively analyze the computa-
tional complexity of the proposed hybrid TPC/RC design and
compare it to existing schemes. We evaluate the complexity
of each step in the design algorithm by computing the total
number of floating-point operations (FLOPs) involved in the
worst case scenario. It is important to highlight that a complex
multiplication operation carries a higher computational cost
compared to a complex addition operation. However, for
calculation purposes, we treat each operation, whether it is
complex multiplication or complex addition, as one FLOP.
Consider a codebook of resolution O(Gr ) at each SU for the
MSOMP-based hybrid-RC design algorithm, and a codebook
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TABLE 2. Complexity comparison of proposed algorithm with extensions
of other existing algorithms from literature.

resolution of O(Gt ) at the CBS for the SOMP-based TPC
design algorithm. Table 2 below presents a comparative
analysis of the complexity of the proposed TPC design in
relation to other existing approaches from the literature,
considering their extension to the present system model.
Table 2 illustrates that the proposed precoding technique,
MAM-ZF, exhibits a lower complexity in comparison to
the other precoding methods. Furthermore, as explained in
Section IV, it is always true that N2 < N3. As a result,
the complexity of the proposed LAM-ZF-based precoding
technique is lower than that of the algorithm described in [31].

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents simulation results to demonstrate the
efficacy of the proposed frequency selective blind hybrid
MMSE-RC solution presented in Section(III), followed by
the proposed two-stage decoupled strategy for hybrid TPC
design and optimal power loading solutions presented in
Section(IV). The performance obtained is compared with
that of the LAM-ZF based design, the greedy SOMP based
design of [6], as well as benchmarked with respect to
the conventional fully digital beamformer. The wideband
mmWave MIMO channel is generated as specified in
(5)-(8), where the pulse shaping function prc(t) is considered
to be a raised-cosine filter. Therefore, prc(t) is modeled as

prc(t) =


π

4
sinc(

1
2β

), t = ±
Ts
2β

sinc(
t
Ts

)
cos(πβt

Ts
)

1 − ( 2βtTs )
2
, otherwise,

(46)

where Ts is the sampling time and β represents the roll-of
factor which is set to unity. For each Ntap = 3 delay-tap
channel (5), the propagation environment is modelled as a
Ncl = 8 cluster environment with Np = 10 multi-path
components per cluster. The complex gain of the lth path in
the cth scattering cluster, denoted by αcl,m∀m, is generated
as an i.i.d. sample of a CN (0, σ 2

α,c,m) random variable.
In each cluster, the Np azimuth and elevation AoD/AoA pairs
(φt
cl,m, θ tcl,m)/(φ

r
cl,m, θ rcl,m) are generated from a truncated

Laplacian distribution with uniformly-random mean cluster
angle of (φt

c,m, θ tc,m)/(φ
r
c,m, θ rc,m) and a constant angular

spread of (σφt , σθ t )/(σφr , σθ r ), respectively. For simplicity,
we assume σφt = σθ t = σφr = σθ r = σc =

1
√
2
.

Moreover, the transmitter and receiver antenna elements are
considered to be ideal sectoral elements with unit gain over
the sector defined by [φmin, φmax] in the azimuth domain
and [θmin, θmax] in the elevation domain [6], [43]. The

TABLE 3. Simulation parameters.

FIGURE 2. SE comparison among several TPC/RC design algorithms for a
8 × 128 mmWave MSU MIMO-OFDM CRN with
M = 4, Mr = 2Ns, Mt = MMr, and K = 64.

transmitter’s sector azimuth is assumed to lie in the interval
[−30◦, 30◦] while the sector elevation is generated in the
range [80◦, 100◦]. In contrast, we assume omni-directional
users, i.e., the receiver sector azimuth and elevation lie in
the intervals [−180◦, 180◦], [0◦, 180◦], respectively. While
implementing the MSOMP algorithm described in Alg. [1]
for hybrid MMSE RC design, each SU uses the quantized
codebook given by Eq. (22), where Nφ = Nθ = 3 are
being considered for calculation of WRF,m. Furthermore, the
number of RF chains at the CBS is considered asMt = MMr,
while the number of RF chains at each SU is set as Mr =

2Ns, similar to existing works [9], [24]. The per-subcarrier
interference threshold is assumed to be constant and is
set between −15dB to 25dB, and the per-subcarrier power
budget, denoted by Pmax, is set equal to Ith. All of the
presented simulation findings are generated by averaging
over 2000 random realizations of the mmWave MIMO-
OFDM channel. Below, we have now listed the simulation
parameters in Table 3 for ready reference.

Fig. 2 plots the SE realised by an 8 × 128 mmWave MSU
MIMO-OFDM CRN, where a CBS with Nt = 128 antennas
serves M = 4 SUs, each with Nr = 8 antennas, in the
presence of a single PU. Fig. 3 plots the same for a
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FIGURE 3. SE comparison among several TPC/RC design algorithms for a
16 × 256 mmWave MSU MIMO-OFDM CRN with
M = 4, Mr = 2Ns, Mt = MMr, and K = 64.

16 × 256 mmWave MSU MIMO-OFDM CRN. On each
subcarrier, the number of per SU data streams is set as
Ns = 2 and 4, which implies Mr = 4 and 8 and
Mt = 16 and 32, respectively. From both the figures,
it can be readily observed that the proposed MAM-ZF based
precoding solution achieves the SE, which is close to the
same achieved by the optimal FD-TPC/RC solution for both
Ns = 2 and 4. The LAM-ZF based TPC solution appears
to surpass the performance of SOMP-based precoding in
terms of the overall performance. Therefore, in comparison
to the LAM-ZF and SOMP-based precoding solutions, the
proposed MAM-ZF based precoding solution can efficiently
approximate the dominant singular vectors of the effective
channel with a high degree of precision.

The requirement of number of RF chains for signal pro-
cessing holds great significance, especially in the mmWave
band, due to the substantial impact it has on the increased
power consumption and hardware costs. To assess the
effectiveness of our proposed algorithm in relation to the
number of RF chains used, Fig.4 plots the SE performance
attained by a 16 × 256 system with varying numbers of
RF chains. In particular, the simulation parameters are set
as M = 4, Ns = 4, Mr = 4, 8, 12 at each SU
and Mt = 16, 32, 48 at the CBS. Fig.4(a) compares the
performance achieved by MAM-ZF based precoding with
that of its SOMP-based counterpart, and Fig.4(b) plots
the same for LAM-ZF and SOMP-based precoding. From
Fig.4(a) and 4(b), it can be readily observed that for all
RF chain settings, the MAM-ZF and LAM-ZF precoding
schemes perform better than SOMP-based precoding, which
implies that both the MAM-ZF and LAM-ZF schemes have
a higher power efficiency than the state-of-the-art SOMP
based precoding scheme. Furthermore, when going from
Mr = Ns = 4 to Mr = 2Ns = 8, there is a
noticeable improvement in the SE performance compared to
the increase of Mr from 8 to 12. This finding demonstrates
that while Mr ≥ Ns is required in the hybrid architecture
to realise fully-digital beamforming, Mr ≥ 2Ns is sufficient
to achieve the best performance. It is crucial to note that

SOMP-based precoding with Mr = 12 performs worse than
the proposedMAM-ZF based precoding withMr = 8, as seen
in Fig.4(a), which reinforces the poor performance of the
former. Finally, Fig.4(c) plots the performance comparison
between MAM-ZF and LAM-ZF precoding schemes for a
varying number of RF chains. Note that, when Mr = Ns,
there is a slight gap between the SE performance achieved
by the MAM-ZF and LAM-ZF precoders, but when Mr
increases beyond 2Ns, i.e., Mr = 12 in this particular
case, the improvement in the SE performance of LAM-ZF
based precoding is negligible whereas that of the MAM-ZF
approaches the ideal fully-digital scheme. Moreover, for all
settings of Mr, the proposed MAM-ZF based precoding
outperforms the LAM-ZF scheme. For illustration, at Ith =

10 dB, with Mr = 4, the SEs of the proposed MAM-
ZF, LAM-ZF and SOMP-ZF based precoding respectively
approach 71%, 69% and 58% of that reached by the optimal
fully digital scheme, while with Mr = 8 the SEs reach
approximately 92%, 87% and 79% of the fully digital
performance, respectively.

With regard to practical deployments of wideband MSU-
MIMO CRNs, the number of per-SU data streams on each
subcarrier, i.e.,Ns, as well as the number of SUs supported by
the CBS, i.e.,M , are two important parameters of the system.
This is due to the fact that as the number of parallel data
streams per subcarrier increases, the severity of inter-symbol
interference (ISI) increases, and as the number of served
SUs increases, the severity of multiuser interference (MUI)
increases, both of which can potentially lead to a degradation
in the performance of the system. To investigate this
aspect, we examine the system performance by varying the
multiplexing settings, i.e., by varying Ns and M , as depicted
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. Fig. 5 plots the SE
performance attained by different precoding schemes when
Ns varies from 2 to 8, whereas Fig. 6 plots the same by
varying M from 2 to 14, for three different PU-prescribed
interference settings, viz., Ith = {5, 10, 15} dB. The other
parameters are Nr = 16,Nt = 256,K = 64,M = 4 for
Fig. 5 and Nr = 16,Nt = 256,K = 64,Ns = 4 in Fig. 6.
The number of RF chains at each SU set is set as Mr = 2Ns
and the number of RF chains at the CBS is set asMt = MMr.
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that as Ns increases, the achievable
SE initially increases to reach its peak, and subsequently
decreases. The initial increment can be attributed to the
increased number of MIMO spatial modes, characterized by
the non-zero diagonal elements in 6eff

m [k] for the mth SU at
subcarrier K . However, with the increase in Ns, the effect
of ISI becomes dominant, due to which the SE performance
marginally decreases. Note that when Ith = 15 dB, the SE
performance degrades after Ns = 7 streams per subcarrier,
whereas for Ith = 10 dB and Ith = 5 dB, it begins
degrading beyond Ns = 5 and 4 streams per subcarrier,
respectively. This can be attributed to the fact that lower
Ith leads to higher inter symbol interference. Furthermore,
it is worth noting that in all cases considered in Fig. 5, the
proposed MAM-ZF based precoding performs better than its
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FIGURE 4. SE attained by varying Mr in (a) SOMP-ZF Vs. MAM-ZF (b) SOMP-ZF Vs. LAM-ZF (c) MAM-ZF Vs. LAM-ZF.

FIGURE 5. SE realised by various TPC/RC design algorithms in a
16 × 256 mmWave MSU MIMO-OFDM CRN where Ns varies from 2 to 8,
Ith = {5, 10, 15} dB, K = 64 and M = 4.

FIGURE 6. SE realised by various TPC/RC design algorithms in a
16 × 256 mmWave MSU MIMO-OFDM CRN where M varies from 2 to 14,
Ith = {5, 10, 15} dB, K = 64, and Ns = 4.

LAM-ZF and SOMP-based precoding counterparts. Fig. 6
shows that the SEs achieved by all the different precoding
schemes continue to rise as the number of SUs,M increases,
with the proposed MAM-ZF based precoding outperforming
the same achieved by LAM-ZF and SOMP-based precoding.
It is important to emphasize that we consider the same
ZF based MUI cancellation technique for all the precoding
schemes. The continuous increment in the SE performance
for increasing values of M demonstrates the effectiveness of

FIGURE 7. SE realised by various TPC/RC design algorithms in a
16 × 256 mmWave MSU MIMO-OFDM CRN where Nt varies from 128 to
512, Ith = {5, 10, 15} dB, M = Ns = 4 and K = 64.

the proposed stage-2 ZF-BB-TPC
{
F2
BB[k]

}K
k=1

in cancelling
the MUI. Note that, in both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the LAM-ZF
based precoding performs poorly in comparison to SOMP-ZF
beyond Ns = 6 andM = 6, respectively. This is because, for
a fixedK when eitherNs increases orM increases, the number
of columns in Fopt increases, which enhances the correlation
between columns of Fopt when KMNs > Nt, and introduces
inter-symbol interference and MUI in the Karcher mean
based solution of FRF in (39). It can also be seen from Fig. 5
that when Ns = 6, which results in KMNs = 1536, and when
M = 6 in Fig. 6, which also leads KMNs = 1536, the effect
of inter-symbol interference and MUI becomes significant
leading it to have a poor performance in comparison to
SOMP.

Fig. 7 depicts the SE attained by the various TPC/RC
solutions at three different interference settings, Ith =

{5, 10, 15} dB, when Nt increases from 128 to 512 for a fixed
Nr = 16. Fig. 8 displays the same by increasing Nr from 8 to
64 while keeping Nt at 256. The other parameters are set as
M = Ns = 4,K = 64,Mr = 2Ns and Mt = MMr. It can be
readily observed from both the figures that as the number of
CBS antennas Nt or the number of SU antennas Nr increases,
the SE of the various precoding schemes improves. This
is because higher number of transmit and receive antennas
leads to narrow beams, which enhances the transmit/receive
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FIGURE 8. SE realised by various TPC/RC design algorithms in a
16 × 256 mmWave MSU MIMO-OFDM CRN where Nr varies from 8 to 64,
Ith = {5, 10, 15} dB, M = Ns = 4 and K = 64.

beamforming gain. Moreover, the proposed MAM-ZF based
precoding shows a considerable performance gain when com-
pared to the LAM-ZF and SOMP-ZF algorithms for the same,
for all values of Ith. In addition, note that as Nt increases,
the performance gain of the proposed techniques over the
SOMP-ZF design also improves. However, note that, com-
pared with a system that has a small number of antennas at
the CBS and SU, the performance gap between the proposed
beamforming scheme and the optimal fully digital scheme is
larger. Based on these results, it appears that increasing the
number of CBS antennas or SU antennas can improve the SE
without requiring additional power-intensive RF chains.

VII. CONCLUSION
Frequency-selective hybrid RC and TPC designs were
proposed for a mmWave MSU-MIMO-OFDM downlink
CRN tomaximize the SE of SU transmissionwhile restricting
the interference introduced to the PU to lie within a specified
threshold. Initially, the RC design problem was formu-
lated and solved using the MSOMP technique to achieve
MSE minimization. Next, a two-step TPC design strategy
was proposed, which comprised of a novel alternating
minimization-based technique for the stage-1 TPC design
and a ZF-based technique for the stage-2 BB-TPC design.
Following this, the solution for the optimal power loading
scheme was derived in closed-form to satisfy the interference
and transmit power budget constraints while simultaneously
maximizing the spectral efficiency of the CRN. Results
obtained from computer simulations showed that, compared
to existing techniques, the proposed schemes are capable
of achieving a SE close to that of ideal fully-digital
beamforming with a much fewer number of RF chains.
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